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About This Game

Officially licensed version of the award winning Lost Cities by Reiner Knizia.

In Lost Cities, you play the part of an adventurer searching for forgotten cities around the globe. Plan your expeditions wisely to
outpace your rival's pursuits! Feeling confident? Place a wager on an expedition that you think you can master. After 3 rounds

of adventuring, the player that had the most successful expeditions is the winner!

Features:

 Play locally or online.

 Play against the Computer - AI with four unique personas.

 Includes "hot-seat"/"pass-n-play" mode for players with who want to share one mouse/keyboard or gamepad.

 Switch seamlessly between playing with mouse/keyboard and gamepad.

 Dozens of Steam Stats & Achievements.
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 Asynchronous play - you can play even when your opponent is offline.
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Title: Lost Cities
Genre: Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
BlueLine Games
Publisher:
BlueLine Games
Release Date: 19 May, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP or better

Processor: 1 gHz

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: OpenGL 2.1+ w/ GL_ARB_framebuffer_object

Storage: 400 MB available space

English
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Do not buy this game.

It is absolute garbage.. What little is here is good, but its not much. Only 1 chapter so far. The potential here is huge, you play
this game and literally dream of where this concept can go. It's very early in it's development, and i like the other reviews
eagerly the update. I had problems with enemies that get behind you, and taking damage, which i find hard to spot. I belive that
can be resolved with some sort of danger pointer for enemies off you field of view, or a simple more visual indicator that isn't
connected to the ship as it currrently is, as it's barely\/hardly noticable.

That personal gripe aside, a big thumbs up. Another one of those VR titles that reinvigorates the genre.. Go fly the falcon!. This
game is fun, but I've noticed a bug. A significant portion of the time (around 15-20%), the servers will just start floating to the
sky, leaving me to have to restart the level on single player. Not good.. this game sucks. Much scares, so wow, many cute

+ : eerie atmosphere, ok graphics, trading cards, "puzzles" - but some were original, multiple endings, soundtrack was great

- : lack of sprint and jump after chapter 1, clumsy dumsy endings, "wicked" boss fight, short, menu orientation, lighting

recommended gamma 3 or 4

tbh - one jumpscare was well made (that silly wooden cross above the copper key)

I liked the first one better, still playable game 6/10 would collect embers again (or what was it at the "boss fight" part). Being an
old adventure game fan, I'm craving for experiences like this in VR. While this is more of a puzzle room than a full fledged
adventure game with a story, it is still a lot of fun and exceptionally well made. The puzzles are nicely challenging and not too
frustrating, although some might make you scratch your head for a while.

Graphics are simple but nice and the feeling of being on a space station is actually there. At least it worked for me. :) It has
taken me a little under two hours to beat, but for the low price that's a good length IMHO.

I've had my VR system for almost 3 years now and I have to say this game ranks highly among the most enjoyable experiences
I've had with it. If you like puzzles and escape rooms then definitely try this out!
. Really horror game! 10/10. I really loved TV1, which is why I bought this Early Access even as I hate the Early Access
concept, and that may have been a mistake. Going into it straight from TV1, this was a huge, monumental disappointment.
Everything fun from TV1 was gone or changed. Over time they've added content and reintroduced the old functions and I
believe by the time it's released it's most likely going to be a good game. I've slowly started to enjoy myself, and the player-
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created levels adds some variety. I wish I'd waited, though, instead of associating this game with that horrible first experience.

So I give a careful recommendation, and head warning to fellow TV1 players to either wait and see what becomes of it, or be
prepared for that this is a different creature.
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Spent a lot of time playing the web verison of this game. Happy that it's on Steam now which seems to have much better
performance than when running in Chrome.. It looked fun, but it's buggy in some pretty major ways. I've had my backpack stop
working, the main row only populate with 3 cards, spells not work for unknown reason, all sorts of crap.

When it is working properly, it's not very interesting. Minor tactics and hp management more than anything, seems like.... It's a
simple game where you defend a house from slowly incoming zombies. It has a small amount of charming pixel art and a good
UI.

Because it's simple it relies on the core gameplay to be fun, but unfortunately it's not. The primary issue is that there's a long
cooldown period in between shots which ruins the flow of the action. The zombies also have annoyingly small\/awkward hit
boxes which causes you to miss often which then triggers another reload.

There's also no animations for enemies being hit or when you reload which is annoyingly unsatisfying.

The game might be more fun with later power ups and monster types but I just didn't want to play for that long.. A game so
awesome that it sets the volume on high and won't let you get to a menu until after the tutorial. The actual game is a new version
of the pipes game from windows 98 with a bit of RNG to waste your time. If you want a game that will actually make you
question if you are more annoyed or bored then this game is for you.. the funny game and easy game ever. First RTS/diplomacy
ive ever played.
Its still pretty fun for todays games.
Already own the disk and bought another copy :^). she packed my bags last night, pre♥♥♥♥. Well, I'm not quite sure what to
think about this game. For what it is and for the price, it's enjoyable and relaxing, but quite different from other games I've
played. You may notice that I only have about eight minutes clocked into the game. That's because within that eight minutes, I
completed both levels and feel that I've experienced enough of the game to write a review. This game isn't about completing
levels, it's about achieving a high score. The two different levels offered repeat themselves until you get killed and you continue
to try to get a new higher score with each attempt. The game could not be more simple. There is no keyboard or controller used,
only the mouse. You fly around in a plane like 1942 and shoot at other planes, then dollar signs. The objective is to defeat the
flying illuminati, (LOL You will see what I mean). The music adds to the odd nature of the game but somehow fits quite well.I
got the game at a steal of 1% off, (from 99 cents to 98 cents). For a dollar, you can't go wrong with an odd but relaxing game
like this, but I wouldn't pay more than a dollar for it.
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